
CARBON 
MANAGEMENT  
PLAN
AS A BUSINESS, YOU MAY BE FEELING UNDER PRESSURE TO SET  

AMBITIOUS REDUCTION TARGETS. IT CAN BE DIFFICULT TO DEVELOP  

A REALISTIC ACTION PLAN WHILE MAINTAINING ECONOMIC GROWTH.

EIC offers a systematic solution to this problem, with our comprehensive Carbon Management Plan. Through  

this service we provide a 360° compliance review, managing the development and implementation of your  

bespoke carbon strategy.

Your business needs to adapt to a carbon-constrained economy. We can help you develop a plan that integrates  

the technical, regulatory, financial, corporate governance and communications aspects across your organisation. 

This plan can then be effectively and easily communicated to key internal and external stakeholders.

How does it work?

At EIC we understand that there is no one size fits all for our clients, so our Carbon Management Plan (CMP) offers 

a unique and bespoke solution. One of our energy and carbon consultants will work closely with you to develop an 

ongoing Carbon Management Plan, designed to set out and meet your carbon reduction and CSR objectives within 

your required timeframes. 

With our expertise, we can guide you with the following:

 ` Gap analysis and understanding of your energy and carbon reduction objectives

 ` Compliance and sustainability review (mandatory and best practice requirements)

 ` Review of energy and carbon footprint

 ` Energy and water audits and identification of energy reduction projects

 ` Assistance with setting energy and carbon reduction targets

 ` Development of carbon management plan and strategy

 ` Monitoring implementation progress and effectiveness 

 ` Periodic meetings with stakeholders to drive innovation and energy and carbon reduction solutions

 ` Energy and environmental awareness training

 ` Assist your business in implementing controls, metering, lighting, and renewables projects, such as Solar PV.

What are the benefits?

By approaching carbon management  

strategically, you can reduce your business  

emissions in a sustainable and cost-effective  

way. Through our Carbon Management Plan  

we can help you to achieve:

• Cost savings

• Improved CSR

• Improved transparency

• Improved communication

• New processes

• Brand enhancement

•  Future-proofing against legislative,  
consumer and supply chain pressures

•    Feasibility studies to identify projects 
and estimated C02 savings
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For more information about EIC and our services  
visit www.routenetzero.co.uk, call 01527 511 757  
or email info@eic.co.uk  

We will provide you with a qualified Carbon Consultant on a flexible basis to suit you. They will integrate into  

your organisation to understand your needs and achieve your goals. Your consultant will also have access  

to the wider EIC team and their additional skill sets, providing further benefits to you.

Do you want your business to be recognised as having green credentials? We can assist you with obtaining a  

range of certifications, including:

 ` ISO 50001 (energy management)

 ` ISO 14001 (environmental management system) 

 ` PAS 2060 certification

Why choose EIC?

As one of the UK’s leading energy consultancies, we are well-placed to support you no matter where you  

are in your journey to net zero.

EIC are a dynamic mix of energy consultants, auditors, traders, analysts and customer service professionals 

– passionate about sustainability and assisting our clients to achieve their net zero goals. We have over four 

decades of experience, advising clients on how to improve their energy efficiency and ultimately save on costs. 

We offer support in an ever-changing energy market, where reducing your carbon footprint is now an integral 

part of energy consumption.

Achieving net zero is a complex and time-consuming task. For organisations choosing to outsource energy and 

carbon management, we can provide peace of mind by mapping a clear and comprehensive route to net zero. 

From developing an initial strategy, through to advising on implementation solutions, EIC have the people and 

know-how to support your goals.
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